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            Abstract
Online citizen science projects such as GalaxyZoo1, Eyewire2 and Phylo3 have proven very successful for data collection, annotation and processing, but for the most part have harnessed human pattern-recognition skills rather than human creativity. An exception is the game EteRNA4, in which game players learn to build new RNA structures by exploring the discrete two-dimensional space of Watson–Crick base pairing possibilities. Building new proteins, however, is a more challenging task to present in a game, as both the representation and evaluation of a protein structure are intrinsically three-dimensional. We posed the challenge of de novo protein design in the online protein-folding game Foldit5. Players were presented with a fully extended peptide chain and challenged to craft a folded protein structure and an amino acid sequence encoding that structure. After many iterations of player design, analysis of the top-scoring solutions and subsequent game improvement, Foldit players can now—starting from an extended polypeptide chain—generate a diversity of protein structures and sequences that encode them in silico. One hundred forty-six Foldit player designs with sequences unrelated to naturally occurring proteins were encoded in synthetic genes; 56 were found to be expressed and soluble in Escherichia coli, and to adopt stable monomeric folded structures in solution. The diversity of these structures is unprecedented in de novo protein design, representing 20 different folds—including a new fold not observed in natural proteins. High-resolution structures were determined for four of the designs, and are nearly identical to the player models. This work makes explicit the considerable implicit knowledge that contributes to success in de novo protein design, and shows that citizen scientists can discover creative new solutions to outstanding scientific challenges such as the protein design problem.
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                    Fig. 1: The Foldit user interface.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Comparison of Foldit player and automated design-sampling strategies.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Structural characterization of Foldit player-designed proteins.[image: ]


Fig. 4: High-resolution structures of Foldit player-designed proteins.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The atomic coordinates of Foldit1, Peak6 and Ferredog-Diesel crystal structures and the Foldit3 NMR structure have been deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB) with accession numbers 6MRR, 6MRS, 6NUK and 6MSP, respectively. Chemical shift and NOESY peak list data for Foldit3 were deposited in the Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank with accession number 30527.

            

Code availability

              
              Because Foldit crowdsourcing relies on regulated, fair competition between participants, the source code of the Foldit user interface is not open. The underlying Rosetta macromolecular modelling suite (https://www.rosettacommons.org) is freely available to academic and non-commercial users, and commercial licenses are available via the University of Washington CoMotion Express License Program. Analysis scripts used in this paper are available in the Supplementary Information.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Initial top-ranking Foldit player designs.
When challenged to design a protein with only the talaris2013 score function (and no additional rules), Foldit players discovered low-energy models that are unlikely to fold as designed. a, An extended α-helix, composed entirely of lysine and glutamate, has very favourable energies for hydrogen-bonding, electrostatic and backbone torsions, but is unlikely to fold cooperatively into a single stable structure. This type of design is discouraged with the ‘core exists’ rule. b, Owing to their greater surface area, large aromatic sidechains can make more interactions than smaller aliphatic sidechains, even when underpacked or solvent-exposed. This type of design is discouraged with the ‘residue interaction energy’ rule. c, A design with an alanine- and glycine-saturated core can make favourable van der Waals interactions between closely packed backbone atoms; however, the burial of these small sidechains is associated with a weaker hydrophobic effect, and the lack of interdigitation allows exchange between multiple conformations with similar core packing energies (that is, molten globule behaviour). These designs are discouraged with the ‘secondary structure design’ rule.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Rosetta energy of top Foldit player designs.
Rosetta energy of top-ranking designs was calculated with the talaris2013 score function and normalized by residue count. a, Energy of top-ten-ranked designs from: initial Foldit puzzles (round 0; n = 30 designs), round 1 puzzles (n = 170), round 2 puzzles (n = 510) and round 3 puzzles (n = 250). The introduction of supplementary rules in round 1 and round 2 resulted in higher-energy designs (P < 10−6 and P < 0.01, respectively; Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The backbone modelling improvements in round 3 resulted in lower-energy designs (P < 10−15; Wilcoxon rank-sum test). b, Energy of top-ten-ranked designs from round three all-α puzzles (n = 30) or α/β-puzzles using the ‘secondary structure’ rule (n = 220). All-α designs tend to have lower energy than α/β-designs (P < 10−10; Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Box plots show: centre line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, 1.5× interquartile range; points, outliers.


Extended Data Fig. 3 New backbone-modelling tools in Foldit.
a, The ‘remix’ tool allows players to select a region of the model and search a library of backbone fragments for a conformation that can be substituted. b, An interactive Ramachandran map allows players to easily identify residues with outlier backbone conformations. Players can also click and drag points on the Ramachandran map to set the backbone torsions of individual residues. c, A ‘blueprint’ panel shows the primary sequence and secondary structure content of the model. Residues are coloured according to the ABEGO quadrants of the Ramachandran plot7. d, Players can drag-and-drop modular building blocks onto the blueprint panel to insert common turn conformations into their model.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Improvement of backbone quality in round 3 Foldit designs.
MolProbity24 was used to calculate the proportion of residues with unfavored or outlier backbone torsions in: high-resolution crystal structures of native proteins (n = 6,342), de novo design models from a previous study7 (n = 72), and top-ranking Foldit player designs from before (n = 680) and after (n = 250) improvements to Foldit backbone-modelling tools. Initial Foldit player designs contained significantly more unfavoured torsions than native proteins or other de novo designs from a previous study7 (P < 10−15, two-tailed t-test). Improvements to Foldit’s backbone-modelling tools led Foldit players to produce designs with fewer unfavoured torsions (P < 10−15, two-tailed t-test). Box plots show: centre line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, 1.5× interquartile range; points, outliers.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Protein folds represented by successful Foldit player designs.
Each fold has a unique arrangement and connectivity of secondary structure elements, depicted in cartoon diagrams. Diagrams are labelled with Roman numerals as in Fig. 3. Fold XX is a new fold, previously unobserved in natural proteins; TM-align26 and DALI50 alignments of design 2003594_S028 against the entire PDB found no structural homologues with this fold.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Foldit player demographics.
All players who participated in Foldit protein design puzzles and who had not opted out of Foldit-related email were solicited for survey questions. Data are shown for n = 324 responding Foldit players.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Category rankings of Foldit players.
Foldit player rankings are strongly correlated in the design and prediction categories (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of 0.84). This suggests that skills developed playing Foldit structure prediction puzzles carry over to design puzzles and vice versa.


Extended Data Table 1 Success rates of Foldit player-designed proteinsFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 X-ray crystallography data and refinement statisticsFull size table


Extended Data Table 3 NMR and refinement statistics for protein structuresFull size table





Supplementary information
Supplementary Information
This file contains Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Table 1, biophysical characterization of all 56 successful protein designs, testimonials from Foldit players describing their protein design strategies, and the names of participating Foldit players.


Reporting Summary

Supplementary Data
This file contains the design models, protein and DNA sequences for all tested protein designs. Also included is the Foldit configuration files that were used to set up design puzzles for Foldit players and custom code used to analyse circular dichroism data.
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